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Printed by Magill-Weinsheimer Company, Chicago using letterpress technique on 18 X 24 inch 
80# stock in two color, black and red.  Then folded three times to create a foldout piece of eight 6 
X 9 inch two sided panels (16 total).  Thirty thousand were printed and assigned a Kellogg form 
number of 151-30M 6-17.  This PDF was then produced assuming each panel to be a page and 
are arranged in the order of appearance starting on the reverse side (from the address panel).  
This PDF also contains the same piece without the color portion of the scan, making some details 
more available.  This piece also has copy printed along the margins and fold lines in various 
places such as; “WE STARTED IN BUSINESS IN 1897 and have grown constantly and today we 
are the largest independent telephone manufacturers in the world, which assures you protection in 
the future.  From us you can obtain parts for repairs or additions, surely and promptly, at any 
point.” (top reverse edge) “We are NOT in the TELEPHONE TRUST and having no entangling 
alliance with large operating companies, we are free to consider only the best interests of our 
customers whose patronage we must hold with efficient service and merit of apparatus alone.” 
(center reverse fold) “We have secured Grand Prizes and Gold Medals at the Paris, Milan, St. 
Louis and Buffalo Expositions as makers of the finest telephone equipment in the world and the 
only expositions in which we did not win first prize were the ones in which we had no entry.”  
(bottom reverse margin).  This document was acquired from a document dealer in La Joya, Texas 
in November 2005. 
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